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Abstract 

It is proved that there exists at most one probability measure p on Rd
, so 

that L * p = 0, where L = aii oioi + bioi , provided (L, CO'(lRd
)) is essentially m

dissipative on L 1 (Rd 
, v) for at least one v, so that L* v = O. Here it is assumed 

that (aii ) is non-degenerate, a ij E Hr;~, and bi E Lfoc. We also present a 
whole class of examples (even for aij = t5ii ), where L* p = 0 has more than one 
solution. Furthermore, recent related results are reviewed. 

1 Introduction and framework 

Let 0 be a connected open set in IRd , d ~ 2 (see the appendix for the case d = 1), 
A = (aii ) a Borel- measurable mapping on 0 with values in the non-negative matrices 
on IRd , and let b = (bi) : 0 --t IRd be a Borel- measurable vector field . Let us set 

(1.1) 

where we use the standard summation rule for repeated indices. Suppose that p is 
a locally finite (not necessarily non-negative) Borel measure on 0, i.e. a measure on 
the Borel a-algebra 8(0) of 0, such that 

LÀ,bP = 0 

in the following sense: aii , bi E Ltoc(p) and 

l LA,b'P dp = 0 for all 'P E Cgo (0). 

(1.2) 

(1.3) 

Measures p satisfying (1.2) are called infinitesimally invariant or simply invariant if 
there is no confusion possible (cf. Subsect. 2 below for the motivation of this termi
nology). 

Define 

M~ib := {pip probability measure on 0 satisfying (1.2)}. (1.4) 

The purpose of this paper is to survey and, in particular, to complete recent results 
(cf. [1, 12]) on the question whether or not M~ib contains at most one element in the 
case 0 = IRd . 
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It turns out that this is related tothe question whether the operator (LA,b, C8"(lRd
)) 

is essentially m-dissipative (i.e., the closure is m- dissipative) on L1 (lRd , JL) for JL E 
M~ib , and whether JL is invariant for the Co- semigroup generated by the closure of 
(LA ,b, C8"(lRd

)) on L 1 (lRd
, JL). In fact , we shall prove that if there exists one JL E M~t 

so that (L A,b,C8"(lRd )) is essentially m-dissipative on L1 (lRd , JL), then #M~ib = 1 
(cf. Theorem 3.1 below). 

We also give a whole class of examples for which #M~ib > 1 (cf. Proposition 3.2). 
Hence (LA,b,C8"(lRd )) is not essentially m-dissipative on L 1 (lRd ,JL) for all JL E M~ib 
in these cases. Both results have important consequences for the relation between 
infinitesimal invarianee as defined above and invarianee w.r.t . a semigroup (cf. Sub
sect. 2 below), which we will discuss in detail. 

The organization of this paper is as follows: 
In Section 2 we survey known results related to the above problem or needed 

subsequently. We also prove some generalizations. 
In Section 3 we state the main results and discuss their consequences. 
Finally, we give proofs for the main results in Section 4. 
In the appendix we give an elementary approach to the case when d = 1, where 

(1.2) can be solved explicitly and there always is at most one solution, which is a 
probability measure. 

Let us introduce some notation. If JL is a (not necessarily non-negative) locally 
finite Borel measure on 0, we denote by Lfoc(O, JL) the class of all funtions I such 
that xl E L1 (0,JL) for every X E C8"(O). Here LP(O ,JL) = LP(O, IJLD, where IJLI is 
the variation of JL. The Lebesgue measure is denoted by dx, and as usual Lfoc(O) := 
Lfoc(O, dx). The same notation is used for spaces of vector-valued mappings on O. 
We also occasionally identify JL with its Radon-Nikodym density W.r.t. the Lebesgue 
measure if this density exists. 

Let C8"(O) be the class of all infinitely differentiable functions with compact 
support in O. We set Diep = ~. 

Let HP,r(lRd ), p ~ 1, r ~ 0, be the standard Sobolev space of functions on IRd 

whose derivatives up to order r are in LP(lRd ) , equipped with its natural norm, defined 
as in e.g. [2]. By Hf:;; (0) we denote the class of all functions I on 0 such that 
xl E HP,r(lRd ) for every X E C8"(O). 

All measures on 0 considered in this paper are defined on the Borel a-algebra 
B(O) of O. 

2 Survey of known results and some generalizations 

2.1. Regularity The following result on the regularity of measures satisfying (1.2) 
has been proved recently in [4], generalizing earlier results in [5]. 

Theorem 2.1. Let JL be a locally finite (not necessarily non-negative) Borel measure 
satisfying (1.2). Assume that lor p > d 

(Al) aij E Hr;~(O), (a ij
) non-degenerate in 0, 
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Then JL « dx with * E Hf;: ( c c1-djp(n)). 11 p denotes the continuous version ol *, then lor all compact Ken there exists CK E]O,oo[ such that 

sup p ~ CK inf p. 
K K 

In particular, either p == 0 or p(x) > 0 "Ix E n. 

Proof. See [4, Corollaries 2.8 and 2.9] . 

(2.1) 

• 
2.2. Existence Let n = ]Rd. Then obviously M~ib = 0, if A = Id, b = O. The ques
tion which (minimal) conditions imply M~ib "# 0 has been studied in [7, Sect. 5] and 
for the finite dimensional case in particular in [6]. The latter contains the following, 
so far most general result on ]Rd. 

Theorem 2.2. Suppose n =]Rd and assume that conditions (Al) and (A2) ol The
orem 2.1 hold. Assume that there exists V E C2(]Rd) ("Lyapunov function") such 
that 

lim V(x) = +00 and lim LV(x) = -00. 
1"'1-+00 1"'1-+00 

Then M~ib (as defined in (1.4)) is non-empty. 

Proof. See [6, Theorem 1.6] . 

(2.2) 

• 
Lemma 2.3. 11, in the situation ol Theorem 2.2, the functions aij are locally Lips
chitz and globally bounded and il, in addition, 

lim bi(x)Xi = -00, 
1"'1-+00 

then V(x) := Ix12 , xE ]Rd, fulfills (2.2). In particular, M~ib"# 0 . 

Proof. See [6, Corollary 1.7]. 

(2.3) 

• 
2.3. Preliminaries on essential m-dissipativity Throughout this section we as
sume that conditions (Al) and (A2) of Theorem 2.1 hold. Fix JL E M~t Since 
by Theorem 2.1 , JL is equivalent to Lebesgue measure, and therefore is strictly pos
itive on all non-empty open subsets of n, cO"(n) can be identified with a subset of 
L 1 (n, JL) , sin ce each corresponding JL-class has a unique continuous JL-version. Hence 
the operator (LA ,b,CO"(n)) is well-defined on L1(n,JL). 
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Remark 2.4. For Jl as above we define {JIJ. := ({j~) by 

(2.4) 

where p is the continuous version of *. Then (j~ E Lioc(n) for p > d. Then on 
c(f(n) 

(2.5) 

LA,/3" is Jl-symmetric, i.e. 

(2.6) 

and 

(2.7) 

or shortly 

(2.8) 

Then, clearly, 

on cgo(n) (2.9) 

and obviously LA,2/3,,-b is "formally adjoint"l to LA,b, i.e. 

! LA,b<P'I/JdJl = ! <pLA,2/3,,-b'I/JdJl V<p,'I/J E cgo(n). (2.10) 

We note that by (2.8) 

(2.11) 

and that (A2) holds for 2{jIJ. - b. We recall that by [7, Theorem 6.2] M~;/3" = {Jl}. 

Lemma 2.5. (LA ,b,C(f(n)) is dissipative on L1(n,Jl) and therefore, in particular, 
closable. 

Proof. This is completely standard, sin ce Jl satisfies (1.2) (cf. e.g. [8, Lem. 1.8], 
resp. [11 , Sect. X.8J for the last statement). • 

As a consequence, we have for the closure (L~,b' D(L~,b)) of (LA ,b' C(f(n)) on 
Ll (n, Jl) the following result (cf. [8, Appendix Al) . 
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Proposition 2.6. The following assertions are equivalent: 

1. (L~ ,b,D(L~,b)) generates a Co- semigroup (Ttk~o (i .e. a strongly continuous 
semigroup of bounded operators Tt, t ~ 0) on L 1(D,J-L). 

2. Por one (hence all) À E]O,oo[ the set (À - LA,b)(Cg:' (D)) is dense in L1 (D,J-L), 
equivalently (LA ,b,Cg:'(D)) is essentailly m- dissipative on L1 (D,J-L) . 

3. There exists exactly one Co - semigroup on Ll(D,J-L) which has a generator ex-
tending (LA,b, Cg:'(D)) . 

In case any (hence all) of the assertions (1)- (3) hold, (Tt)t~o is a contraction semi
group (i.e. each Tt has norm less than one) and is sub-Markovian (i.e. IE U(D,J-L), 
0:::; f :::; 1 implies 0 :::; Tt! :::; 1 for all t ~ 0). 

Proof. The equivalenee of (1) and (2) is a consequence of Lemma 2.5 and the well
known Lumer-Phillips Theorem (cf. e.g. [9, Chap. I, Theorem 4.3]). The implication 
"(1):::}(3)" is trivial, and "(3):::}(1)" is due to W. Arendt [3, A-II, Theorem 1.33]. 

For the last part, we note that (Tt)t~o must consist of contractions by the dissipa
tivityof (LA,b, Cg:'(D)), and the sub-Markov property was proved in [8, Lemma 1.9] . 

• 
Remark 2.7. For bounded D (with smooth boundary), assertion (3) in Proposition 2.6 
does not hold, even if A = Id, b == o. 80 below, we shall mainly consider the case 
D = IRd

. 

For D = IRd we introduce the following subset of M~lb : 

M~i~md := {J-L E M~lb I (LA ,b, CÜ(IRd)) is essentially m-dissipative on L 1 (IRd, J-L)}. 
(2.12) 

2.4. Analytic characterization of essential m-dissipativity Let D = IRd. We 
recall the following analytic characterization of essential m-dissipativity of 
(LA,b,Cg:'(IRd)) on L 1 (IRd,J-L) for a given J-L E M~ib, proved in [12]. In particular, we 
shall see that (LA,b,Cg:'(IRd)) is essentially m-dissipative on L 1(IRd,J-L) if and only if 
its "formally adjoint" (LA,2~ .. _b,Cg:'(IRd)) (cf. Remark 2.4) is so. 

For J-L E M~ib we define H 2,1 (IRd , J-L) analogously to H 2,1 (IRd , dx), i.e. as the set of 
all I E L2(IRd, J-L) so that there exist <(Jn E Cg:'(IRd) with the property that <(Jn --t I 
in L2(IRd,J-L) as n -t 00 and (Oi<{Jn)nEN is a Cauchy-sequence in L2(IRd,J-L) for all 
1 :::; i :::; d. We then set 

(2.13) 

Correspondingly, Hl~~ (IRd , J-L) denotes the set of all I E L2 (IRd , J-L) such that xl E 
H 2

,1 (IRd , J-L) for all X E Cg:' (IRd). Then ar I, 1 :::; i :::; d, is defined for all I E 

H(c:~ (IRd 
, J-L). 
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Theorem 2.8. Let n = IRd and assume that conditions (Al) and (A2) of Theo
rem 2. 1 hold. Let J.L E M~ib. Then the following assertions are equivalent: 

1. J.L E M~i~md· 

2. There exist Xn E H~~~(IRd,J.L) and ct E]O,oo[ such that (1- Xn)+ E LOO(IRd,J.L), 
{(I - Xn)+ > O} is bounded, limn -+oo Xn = 0 J.L - a.e. and for 'TJ = 1 or -1 

f aij 8fXn 8j<pdJ.L + ct f Xn<pdJ.L + 'TJ f (bi - f3t)8fXn <pdJ.L ~ 0 (2.14) 

for all <p E CQ"'(IRd ), <p ~ 0, and all nE N. 

3 M A ,2.B,,-b 
. J.L E ell,md . 

Proof. For "(1) <=:} (2)" see [12, Prop. 1.9 and Cor. 2.2]. 
the same results and [12, Remark 1.11] . 

"(1) <=:} (3)" follows by 

• 
There are explicit sufficient conditions implying that the equivalent statements in 

Theorem 2.8 hold, which are easy to check in applications: 

Proposition 2.9. In the situation of Theorem 2.8, sufficient conditions for the equiv
alent assertions (1)- (3) to hold are each of the following: 

1. aij , bi - f3~ E L1 (IRd ,J.L) for all 1 ~ i,j < d. 

2. There exist u E C2 (IRd) and ct E]O, oor such that limlxl-+oo u(x) = +00 and 

(2.15) 

3. There exists V E C 2 (IRd) ("Lyapunov function") such that (2.2) holds. 

4. There exists M E ]0, oor such that 

- 2(lx 12 + 1) -1 aij (X)XiXj + aii(x) + bi(x)Xi 

~ M (lxl 2 ln (lxl 2 + 1) + 1) for all x E IRd. (2.16) 

Proof. (1), (2) and (4) have been proved in [12, Prop. 1.10 and Cor. 2.2]. For (3), 
we note that by adding a constant we may assume that V ~ 1. Let R > 0 such that 
LV(x) ~ V(x) for all x E IRd \ B R, where BR := {x E IRdllxl < R}. Let Vo denote 
the solution to the Dirichlet problem 

(L - l)h = 0 on BR, h = V on OBR, (2.17) 

and define 

{
Vo on BR, 

u:= V on IRd \BR. 
(2.18) 

Then u is continuous, superharmonic in the weak sense on all of IRd , strictly positive, 
and limlxl-+oo u(x) = +00. Letting Xn := ;, assertion (2) in Theorem 2.8 is easily 
verified. • 
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2.5. Infinitesimal invarianee and semigroup invariance As announced in the 
introduction and proved below (cf. Proposition 3.2) it can happen that #M~ib > 
1. In this case, by the main result of this paper (Theorem 3.1), the closure of 
(LA ,b, C8"(~d, J.L)) does not generate a Co- semigroup on Ll(~d, J.L) for any J.L E M~t 
Nevertheless, as proved in [12], it always has an extension that does. Let us recall the 
corresponding result in our (w.r.t. [12], however, more special) situation: 

Theorem 2.10. Let n = ~d and assume that conditions (Al) and (A2) of Theo
rem 2.1 hold. Let J.L E M~t Then there exists a closed extension (L~ ,b,D(L~ ,b)) of 
(LA,b , C8"(~d)) that generates a sub-Markovian Co - semigroup (Tik?-o on L 1 (~d , J.L). 
Furthermore, J.L is (Tik~o-sub-invariant, i.e. 

J TifdJ.L:::; J fdJ.L for all f E V)o (~d,J.L), f ~ 0, and all t ~ o. (2.19) 

If b = fJlJ.' then (L~,f3,,' D(L~,f3)) can be identified with the Friedrichs extension of 
(LA ,f3",C8"(~d)) on L2(~d,J.L). 

Praof. [12, Theorem 1.5]. • 
Remark 2.11. In the situation of Theorem 2.10, sin ce J.L E M~i2f3,,- b by Remark 2.4, 
also the "formallyadjoint" (LA,2f3,,-b' C8"(~d)) of (LA,b' C8"(~d)) thus has a closed 
extension (L~,2f3,,- b' D(L~,2f3,,_b)) generating a sub- Markovian Co- semigroup 
(Ttk?-o on Ll(~d,J.L). Then by [12, Remark 1.7(ii)] 

J Ti f gdJ.L = J fTtgdJ.L Vf,g E Loo (~d ,J.L). (2.20) 

The same relation holds for the corresponding resolvents (G~)c»o and (G/~)c»O . 
(2.20) , in particular, immediately implies that J.L is (Tik~o-invariant (cf. the fol

lowing theorem) if and only if J.L is (Ttk~o-invariant. Hence, sin ce both semigroups 
are sub-Markovian, this is the case if and only if Tt 1 = 1 for all t ~ 0, which in turn 
is equivalent to Tt 1 = 1 for all t ~ o. 

The connection to essential m- dissipativity is now given by: 

Theorem 2.12. Consider the situation of Theorem 2.10. Then J.L E M~ibmd if and 
only if J.L is (Ti)t ,?-o - invariant, i. e. 

J TifdJ.L= J fdJ.L forallfELOO (~d,J.L) andallt~O. (2.21) 

Praof. [12, Cor. 2.2] . • 
So, by Theorem 2.12 and our main result (Theorem 3.1 below), if n = ~d and 

#M A,b 1 MA,b. (TIJ.) . . 
ell > ,no J.L E ell IS t t,?-o-mvarlant. 

The following generalizes [1, Prop. 2.6(i)]: 
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Proposition 2.13. Let ° be a connected open set in IRd . Assume that conditions 
(Al), (A2) ol Theorem 2.1 hold. Let J.l E M:'ib and let (Tt'k~o be the corresponding 
semigroup specified in Theorem 2.10. Let v be a probability measure on ° such that 

1. v«dx 

2. bi E Lfoc(O, v) lor some q ElI, 00[. 

3. I Tt' I dv = I I dv lor all IE LOO(O, J.l) and all t > O. 

Then v E M:'ib. 

Proof. Let IE LOO(O,J.l). Then, since (Tt'k~o is sub-Markovian, for all t > 0 

I I Tt' Il
q 

dv ~ I Tt'l/l
q 

dv = 1I/Iq dv 

and, likewise, for all 'P E C8"(O) 

I I Tt' LA,b'Pl
q 

dv ~ I ILA,b'Pl
q 

dv < 00, 

(2.22) 

(2.23) 

where we used (2) and we note that (3) extends to all positive Borel measurable 
functions I by monotone convergence and hence to all v- integrable functions I. In 
particular, we have uniform v-integrability of {Tt'I,Tt'LA,b'Plt ~ Ol. Therefore, 
t f---t Tt' LA,b'P is continuous as a map into L1 (0, v) by Lebesgue's (generalized) 
Dominated Convergence Theorem, since this is so as a map into L 1(0,J.l)' Hence, the 
L 1 (0, v)-valued Riemann integrals 

fot Tt LA,b'P ds, t > 0, (2.24) 

exist and by the Main Theorem of Calculus it follows for the L 1(0, v)- derivative that 

! fot Tt L A,b'P ds = Tt' L A,b'P, t > O. (2.25) 

On the other hand, since v « dx ""' J.l, the integral in (2.24) is equal to the corre
sponding L 1 (0, J.l) integral, therefore it coincides with Tt''P - 'P . Hence 

:tTt''P = Tt'LA,b'P in L 1(0,v), (2.26) 

and therefore, 

I LA,b'P dv = I !(Tt'LA,b'P)t=odv= !(I Tt'LA,b'PdV)t=o 

= ! (I L A,b'P dV) t=o = 0, (2.27) 

by (3), extended to all v- integrable f. • 
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Remark 2.14. In the situation of Proposition 2.13, the semigroup (Ttk~o extends 
to a Co-semigroup (Ti'vk~o on L1(0,v), whose generator extends (LA ,b, CO'(O)). 
However, (Ti'vk~o may not coincide with the semigroup (Tn(~o, specified in Theo
rem 2.10, with v replacing J.L. If 

(2.28) 

it would follow by Theorem 2.12 that v E M~i~md' so #M~ib = 1 by our main result 
Theorem 3.1 below. At present, however, we cannot prove (2.28), neither we have a 
counter-example. 

We close this section with the following result, which was proved in [4], generalizing 
[1, Thm. 1.4(iv)] (with, however, almost identical proofs) . It will be used in the proof 
of Theorem 3.1 below. 

Proposition 2.15. Let 0 be a connected open set in]Rd and assume that conditions 
. Ab 

(Al) and (A2) of Theorem 2.1 hold. Let J.L E Me1i and let (Tnt~o be the correspond-
ing semigroup of Theorem 2.10. 

1. Por all 'P E CO'(O) and all t :? 0, Tt'P has a continuous J.L - version Tt'P· 

2. Suppose J.L is (Ttk~o -invariant (i.e. J.L E M~i~md if 0 = ]Rd J. Let v be a 

probability measure on 0 such that 

for all 'P E Cgo(O), t > O. (2.29) 

Then J.L = v . 

3. Let (Pt)t~O be a semigroup of sub-probability kemels an v a probability measure 
on (0, B (0)) such that Pt 'P ---+ 'P in v -measure as t ---+ 0 for all 'P E CO' (0) and 

f Pt'P dv = f 'P dv for all 'P E Cgo(O), t > O. (2.30) 

Then, in particular, (Ptk~o extends to a Co-semigroup on L 1 (0, J.L) . If its gen
erator extends (LA,b,CO'(O)), then v is the only probability measure on B(O) 
satisfying (2.30). 

Proof. [4, Cor. 4.3]. • 
3 Main results and consequences 

The following is the main result of this paper. As announced in the introduction, it 
establishes a quite surprising link between essential m-dissipativity and uniqueness 
of (infinitesimally) invariant measures. 
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Theorem 3.1. Let n = ~d and assume that conditions (Al) and (A2) ol Theo
rem 2.1 hold. Then 

(3.1) 

We note, that the converse is false at least for d = 1 (cf. the appendix, Re
mark A.3). 

As mentioned in Subsection 2, it may occur that M~ib = 0 (e.g. if n = ~d, 
A = Id, b = 0). But it can also happen that #M~ib > 1, hence M~i~md = 0. The 
following proposition provides a whole class of examples. 

Proposition 3.2. 

1. Let n = ~d, A = Id. Let I E C2(~), bounded, such that l,f' > 0 and !"!,, E 
Ll(JR, dx) and let (J : {I, ... , d} ~ {I, ... , d} be one-to-one, such that (J(i) :f:. i 
lor all i E {I, .. . , d}. Define b = W) : ~d ~ ~d by 

bi(x) .= !"(Xi) + 2!"(XU (i) 
. I'(xi) I'(xi) , 

and 

d d 

J-t(dx) := Cl II !'(Xi) dx, v(dx) := C2 L f(Xi)J-t(dx) , 
i=l 

where Cl, C2 E]O,oo[ are normalization constants. 

Then J-t:f:. v, but J-t, v E M~11,b. 

i=l 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

1 ft 2 
2. I(t):= to= e- S /2 ds, t E ~, lulfills all assumptions in (1). In this case 

v 27r -00 

(3.4) 

and J-t is the standard Gaussian measure on ~d . 

The proofs of both Theorem 3.1 and Proposition 3.2 will be given in Section 4 
below. Now we formulate two immediate consequences. 

Corollary 3.3. In the existence theorem 2.2 above, we also have uniqueness, i.e. 
#M~ib = 1. 

Proof. By Theorem 2.2 we have #M~ib ~ 1 and, by assumption, Proposition 2.9(3) 
applies. So, Theorem 2.8 yields #M~i~md ~ 1, hence #M~ib = 1 by Theorem 3.1. • 

Corollary 3.4. Consider the situation ol Theorem 2.10. 11 there exists one J-t E 
M~ib which is invariant with respect to its corresponding semigroup (Trk~o, then 

#M~ib = 1. 
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Proof. Theorems 2.12 and 3.1. • 
However, we would like to emphasize that in contrast to Theorem 2.8 (and Propo

sition 2.9) Corollary 3.4 is of limited practical use, since (Ttk~o is not given in an 
explicit way. 

We close this section with a few simple results on the extreme points of the convex 
set M~ib. Define ext M~ib to be the set of all J-l E M~ib which cannot be written 
as the non-trivial convex combination of two others.The following is standard. We 
include a pro of for completeness. 

Lemma 3.5. Let J-l E M~ib. Then the following are equivalent: 

1. J-l E extM~t 

2. P E Loo (IRd , J-l) , PJ-l E M~ib, implies P = 1 J-l-a . e. 

Proof. Assume (1) holds and let P E LOO (IRd, J-l) sueh that p . J-l E M~t Then for 
M:= sup {p(x)lx E IRd } 

M -P Ab 
J-ll := M _ 1 . J-l E Mei! (3.5) 

and J-l = MM 1 J-ll + 1 (p . J-l). Hence by (1) 

M-p 
M -1 = p, (3.6) 

so p = 1 J-l- a.e. 
Assume (2) holds and let J-ll,J-l2 E M~ib , a E]O, 1[ such that 

J-l = aJ-ll + (1 - a)J-l2 . (3.7) 

Then both J-ll and J-l2 are absolutely continuous w.r.t. J-l with bounded Radon-Niko
dym densities. Hence by (2) J-ll = J-l = J-l2. • 

Corollary 3.6. Let n = IRd and assume that conditions (Al) and (A2) of Theo
rem 2.1 hold. Let J-l = PIJ dx E ext M~!b. Then for all v = p" dx E M~!b \ {J-l} the 
function p" I PIJ is unbounded. Here, PIJ and p" are the continuous versions of * and 
~~, resp. (cf. Theorem 2.1). 

Proof. Since J-l = (PIJlp,,) . v, this is a direct consequence of Lemma 3.5. • 

4 Proofs of Theorem 3.1 and Proposition 3.2 

In all of this section we assume n = IRd and conditions (Al) and (A2) of Theorem 2.1 
holding. We need some preparations: 
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Lemma 4.1. Let /-L E M~i~md and Zet (Ttk~o be the corresponding semigroup spec

ified in Theorem 2.10. Let v E M~ib be such that PI := ~~ is bounded. Then v is 
(Tt k~o -invariant. 

Prool (cf. [1, Prop. 2.6(ii)]) Let 'P E C8"(IRd). Then, since PI is bounded and since 
by assumption (L~ ,b,D(L~,b)) = (L~,b,D(L~,b))' we have 

! (Tt'P - 'P) dv = fot ! L~,b(Tt''P) dvds Vt> O. (4.1) 

But for s > 0 there exist 'Pk E C8"(IRd), kEN, such that, as k -+ 00, L'Pk ----t LIJ.Tt''P 
in Ll (IRd, /-L), hence in L 1 (IRd, v). Therefore, since v E M~ib, it follows that 

! L~,b(Tf'P) dv = 0 for all s > 0, (4.2) 

and, consequently, v is (Ttk~o-invariant by (4.1). • 
Lemma 4.2. M~i~md C ext M~ib. 

Prool Let /-L E M~i~md' Suppose /-Li = Pi dx E M~ib, i = 1,2, such that for some 
Ct E]O, 1[ 

(4.3) 

Let (Ttk;to be the semigroup corresponding to /-L, as specified in Theorem 2.10. Since 

d/-Li _ 2 Pi 
d/-L - PI + P2' 

i = 1,2, (4.4) 

are bounded functions, we can apply Lemma 4.1 to conclude that /-Ll and /-L2 are 
(Ttk~o-invariant. But by Theorem 2.12, also /-L is (Ti)t~o-invariant, so Proposi
tion 2.15 applies. Hence /-L = /-Ll = /-L2· • 

L 4 3 M A,b ...J. 0 ' Z' MA,b MA,b emma .. ell md r zmp zes ell md = ell' , , 

Prool Let /-L = PIJ. dx E M~i~md and v = Pv dx E M~ib, where PIJ. and Pv are the 
strictly positive, continuous versions of the respective Radon- Nikodym derivatives of 
~, ~~ E Hf:;; (IRd) (cf. Theorem 2.1). Let Xn, n E N, be as in Theorem 2.8(2) (applied 
to /-L). Now we shall show that the assertion of Theorem 2.8(2) also holds for v with 
the same (Xn)nEN. 
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Obviously, Hl~~ (1E.d , J,L) = Hl~~ (1E.d , V) and af = ai- Furthermore, for rp E 
cQ"(1E.d ), rp ~ 0 by (2.4) 

J aijOfXnOjrpdv+o: J Xnrpdv+ J (f3~ -bi)ofXnrpdv 

= J aijofXnOj(rp;:)dJ,L+O: J Xnrpdv- J aijofXnOj(;:)rpdJ,L 

+ J (f3~ - bi) ofXn (rpPV) dJ,L+ Jaij(OjPV - OjPI-') Pv ofXnrpdJ,L ~ 0, (4.5) 
PI-' Pv PI-' PI-' 

since the last summand cancels the third and since rp~ E Hl~~ (1E.d , J,L). • 

Proof of Theorem 3.1. By Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3 

M A,b ..J. 0 -->.. MA,b t MA ,b 
ell ,md r ---.- ell = ex ell' 

hence #M~lb = 1. 

(4.6) 

• 
Proof of Proposition 3.2. Assertion (2) is trivial, so we only prove (1). Obviously, 

(4.7) 

Hence, to prove that J,L E M~lb by Remark 2.4 we have to show that 

divl-' (2f"(XU (i))) = o. 
f'(xi) l ~ i~d 

(4.8) 

But integrating by parts for all rp E CQ"(1E.d ) (not using the summation convention) 
we have, since a(i) "I i, 

with the hat ("-") indicating the term below it being absent. Now (4.8) follows. 
To show that also v E M~lb , we first note that, obviously, 

(4.10) 

Hence, by Remark 2.4 we have to show 

(4.11) 
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But for all r.p E CQ'(IRd ) integrating by parts we have 

t / (2f"~X;(i)) - [(Xi) ) 8ir.p(x) v(dx) 
i=l ! ( .) Lj=l !(Xj) 

= C2 t, / (21;; !(Xj) f')~;~;)) - !'(Xi)) 8ir.p(x) Jj(dx) 

= C1 C2 t, / ... / (/ 2!'(Xi)f"(Xu(i))r.p(X) -f'(Xi )28ir.p(x) dX) x 

x !' (xd .. . 7W .. . !' (Xd) dX1 .. ';[;i ... dXd 
d 

= 2C1C2 'tt (/ f"(Xu(i))r.p(X) dJj - / f"(Xi)cp(X) dJj) = 0, 

and (4.11) follows. 

A Appendix: The one-dimensional case 

For completion, we give a brief account of the case d = 1 in this section. 

( 4.12) 

• 

So, let n = I be an open interval in IR. We adopt the notation of the main part 
of th is paper. 

Proposition A.I. Suppose Jj is a locally finite Borel measure on n such that L À,bJj = 
0.2 Then AJj = 9 dx, where 9 is of locally bounded variation. lts distributional 
derivative is in Lfoc(I, dx), provided A> 0 Jj - a.e. 

Proof. Since AJj, bJj are by assumption locally bounded measures, L À,bJj = ° implies 
that 

in the sense of distributions. Hence 

and, consequently, 

AJj(t) = r (bdJj + cdx), 
J{8EII"~t} 

and the first part of the assertion follows. If A > 0 Jj- a.e. then 

9 
Jj = I{A >o} A dx. 

280, in particular, we assume A,b E L~oc(I,J.L) 

(A.l) 

(A.2) 

(A.3) 

(A.4) 
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Since g' = (AJL)' is a distribution, it follows by (A.2) that g' ( = bl{A>odJ is in 
L{oc(I, dx). • 

Proposition A.2. Let JL , A and b be as in Proposition A.1, and assume, in addition, 
that A is locally absolutely continuo us and A > 0 everywhere. Then: 

1. * (which exists by Proposition A.1) has a locally absolutely continuous version 
p. 

2. IJ, in addition, bE L{oc(I, dx), then Jor all to E I 

p(t) = cexp { 1: ~(s) dS} (l>xp { -1: ~(r) dr} ds + c), (A.5) 

Jor some c, c E IR and any such p is a solution to LÀ,bJL = O. In parlicular, 

#M~ib ~ 1. 

Proof. 

1. By (the proof of) Proposition A.l, it follows that p = 1:, with distributional 
derivative in L{oc(I, dx). 

2. Dividing by A, we may assume that A == 1. By the proof of Proposition A.l , 
we know that 

p' - bp =-c (A.6) 

which by elementary calculus is equivalent to (A.5), if b E L{oJI,dx). Now 
assume that IJ p dx = 1 and that v = pv dx E M~ib. Then p - Pv solves (A.6) 
with c = 0 and must be zero at some point, since its integral vanishes and I is 
connected. Hence p = Pv by (A.5) . • 

Remark A.3. By [12, Example 1.12] we know that for A = 1 and b(x) := -2x -
2 Ab. 2 ( ( )) • 6ex ,x E IR, we have Me1i = {JL} wlth JL(dx) = e- X dx, but LA,b,Co IR IS not 

essentially m- dissipative on L1 (IR, JL) . SO, the converse of Theorem 3.1 does not hold 
in the case d = 1. 
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